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Abstract
This thesis addresses variability in aerodynamic performance of a compressor rotor due to
geometric variation. The performance of the rotor is computed using a meanline model
that includes the effect of tip clearance blockage, calculated by assuming the tip leakage
behaves like a wake in a pressure gradient and incorporating the effects of double leakage.
The model is used to quantify performance variability of the rotor at design flow coefficient
and near stall given typical variations in blade profile geometry, hub and casing diameters,
and tip clearances. Monte Carlo simulation performed at both operating conditions shows
that the coefficient of variation of pressure rise, loss coefficient, axial displacement thickness,
and flow angle at the exit of the blade row is similar at high and low loading. Mean shifts
are smaller at design than near stall, where the mean pressure rise and loss shift -0.4% and
+0.6% from their respective nominal values. A parametric analysis using a response surface
showed that near stall, tip clearance variation drives performance variation; the pressure rise
and loss coefficient standard deviation drop by 26% and 20% when tip clearance variability
is removed. At design, tip clearance variability is still important, but leading and trailing
edge blade geometries play a larger role in driving performance variability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background & Motivation
In the past few decades, gas turbine engine technology has matured to the point where
gains have begun to asymptote for traditional component performance metrics[17]. Many
opportunities exist, however, for improvements in performance metrics such as reliability,
maintainability, and operability to make a profound impact on future gas turbine engine
evolution.
One such metric is robustness, defined here as a measure of the variability in system
performance from the design intent due to factors such as manufacturing variation, dete-
rioration, and operational variation. A robust system has a small output variability for a
given input variability, and, as defined in this thesis, the goal of robust design is to limit
the effect of variation in system inputs on the overall performance. Rather than restrict-
ing the variability of the inputs to reduce the output variability (for example, by reducing
manufacturing tolerances), design changes are sought that reduce performance sensitivity
to the same input variation.
Robust design practices became popular in the 1980's with the advent of the Taguchi
method[6], used primarily in manufacturing quality control. In the gas turbine industry,
probabilistic methods have traditionally been used in structural design, particularly concern-
ing high cycle fatigue[29]. Only recently have robust practices been applied to aerothermal
design[15, 32].
An obstacle to robust aerodynamic design is the computational requirements of prob-
abilistic analyses, which typically require thousands of simulations of a system. The large
19
computational cost of a single high fidelity 3D RANS simulation makes it an unreasonable
tool for robust design at current processor speeds. In order for a probabilistic analysis to
be tractable, therefore, reduced order models that capture the performance trends must be
employed.
This thesis focuses on the characterization of variability in aerodynamic performance
of a compressor rotor as part of an effort to i) define the key drivers of variability and
ii) develop a robust design philosophy. A reduced order computational model, including
endwall effects, is used to simulate the performance of a single rotor for a given nominal
geometry. A probabilistic analysis is then performed where the geometry is allowed to vary
from the nominal depending on manufacturing tolerances. The variation in performance
and the role of the individual geometric parameters is then assessed.
1.2 Previous Studies
1.2.1 Compressor Performance Variability
Garzon and Darmofal[15] quantified the variability in the profile shape of an integrally-
bladed rotor by conducting a statistical analysis of a set of high resolution blade surface
measurements. Probabilistic analysis using Monte Carlo simulation was performed using a
meanline model of the rotor. The analysis was entirely two-dimensional, with no endwall
effects included. For the conditions tested, up to 20% mean shifts in turning and loss were
reported.
Lavainne[27] conducted deterministic and probabilistic performance analyses of an em-
bedded compressor stage, subject to blade geometric variations. Performance sensitivities
were calculated using 3D RANS computations as well as a meanline model that included
correlations for endwall effects. Tip clearances were found to be the most important drivers
of variation in the 3D computations, but were less important in the meanline model. The
difference between the models was attributed to the inability of the meanline analysis to
capture the different trends in endwall flow blockage exhibited by the rotor and stator.
1.2.2 Blockage Definition and Modeling
Endwall blockage and loss have long been understood to be important factors in compres-
sor performance, particularly with regards to maximum pressure rise[5]. Blockage is the
20
reduction in effective flow area due to velocity defects in a compressor. It is the 3D version
of the concept of a displacement thickness for a boundary layer. Unlike a two-dimensional
boundary layer, however, the flow field of a axial compressor offers no simple choices for
defect region and reference freestream velocity for which to base a blockage calculation.
Therefore, the definition and use of the term has been interpreted differently by different
researchers.
For an axisymmetric or pitch averaged view of compressor flow, blockage can be defined
in terms of axial displacement thickness,
* = 1 (1.1)z Jo Peve
a direct analogy with a boundary layer. The definitions of boundary layer thickness, 6, and
the edge density and velocity, pe and ve, however, vary among various authors[20, 21, 33, 35].
Smith[35] and Koch and Smith[26] presented axial displacement thickness correlations
based on a repeating stage analysis. Tip clearance gap height, staggered spacing, pressure
rise, and stalling pressure rise are inputs. This correlation was used by Lavainne, who
estimated the stalling pressure rise using the correlation of Koch[25].
Khalid[22] proposed the following definition for blockage:
Ab = 1 - Pvsw dA. (1.2)
J A Peve
The integration is performed over the blocked region, A, diagrammed in Figure 1-1, whose
boundaries are determined from the magnitude of the gradient, IV(pvsw)|. Constant value
contours of the gradient are calculated on the exit plane of a given blade row, and an
arbitrary cut-off value is chosen to define the blocked region. The edge velocity and density,
Ve and pe, are the values on the defect boundary closest to dA.
Using this definition, Khalsa[23] conducted a parametric study of tip clearance blockage
trends due to design parameter variations. The behavior of the blockage due to tip clearance
flow was modeled as a wake in a pressure gradient. From comparisons with 3D numerical
simulations and low speed compressor experiments, Khalsa showed that the model captured
trends with tip clearance gap height, loading level, and solidity.
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Inlet velocity
Tip
V p vsw
Hu contours
Figure 1-1: Diagram of blockage region
1.3 Thesis Objectives
The goals of this thesis are to:
" Quantify the variability in rotor pressure rise, loss, and stalling pressure rise due to
variations in blade row geometry at design and near-stall conditions.
" Identify the key drivers of rotor performance variability at design and near-stall con-
ditions.
1.4 Approach
This thesis builds on the work of Garzon[14] and Lavainne[27]. The major conceptual
extension is the incorporation of an endwall model which is tied more closely to the dom-
inant fluid dynamic mechanisms into a meanline analysis. Meanline blade performance is
determined from a fast running, quasi-2D cascade analysis program. Whereas Lavainne
used a simplified description by Horlock[19] to determine the change in axial displacement
thickness across the rotor, the approach to tip clearance blockage taken here is to apply a
wake-in-a-pressure-gradient model. Blockage related to tip clearance effects near the casing
only is included; hub boundary layers and corner stall are neglected.
The meanline model is used to conduct a probabilistic analysis of a low speed rotor. The
geometry of the rotor is varied in a Monte Carlo simulation (MCS), producing a probabilis-
tic performance distribution. The simulation time is smaller than a full RANS calculation,
but still large enough to make parametric studies of rotor variability unwieldy. Therefore,
22
the impact of the variability in each geometric parameter is assessed using Monte Carlo sim-
ulations run on a response surface representation of the meanline-with-clearance-blockage
model.
1.5 Contributions
The primary contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
" An existing model for tip clearance blockage was modified to allow blockage estimates
to be obtained using the conditions upstream of the blade row as inputs. This included
the addition of double leakage effects into the model.
" A meanline rotor performance, including this endwall description, was implemented
for use in probabilistic analysis.
* The performance variability of a rotor both at design and near stall conditions was
quantified and the key drivers identified.
1.6 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 presents the meanline model. Chapter 3 defines the probabilistic tools and
computational framework. Chapter 4 presents the results of the probabilistic analysis.
Chapter 5 presents conclusions and recommendations for future work.
23
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Chapter 2
Meanline Flow Model with Tip
Clearance Effects
2.1 Overview
This chapter presents the meanline calculation used to conduct the probabilistic analysis.
The flow properties downstream of the blade row are determined given the upstream proper-
ties and operating condition. The downstream flow of information in this procedure means
the application is for subsonic flow.
A meanline model takes a quasi-1D view of the compressor. Pressure, temperature,
Mach number, and flow angle are defined on the "mean radius" and are taken to represent
the state of the flow at that axial location in the compressor. Further, the state is only
queried at the inlet and exit of the blade row. The details of the flow development are thus
condensed into a small set of performance parameters that define the operation of the blade
row: loss, flow turning, and axial velocity density ratio (AVDR = (P2V 2 )/(PlVZI)).
The flow turning is determined from the blade geometry by correlation or computation.
Losses come from a variety of sources, such as boundary layers on the metal surfaces, tip
leakage flows, and corner separation, with magnitudes often taken from correlations. The
AVDR is due to the change in the effective cross-sectional area of the passage. Conservation
of mass across the row is (P2Vz2)/(PlVzi) = Aeff 2 /Aeffi. The effective area of the passage
is the area from the hub to the casing minus the blockage caused by nonuniformity in pvz.
The hub and casing geometry are specified by the design of the machine, but the blockage,
25
Upstream Meanline Model w/ Endwalls Effects
Co re Flow
-T - 8
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Figure 2-1: Meanline Model Diagram
Determination of static pressure, temperature, Mach number, flow angle (relative to the blade row), axial
displacement thickness, endwall flow shape factor, and flow angle at the casing from the meanline model
with endwall effects given upstream conditions
which depends on both geometry and operating condition, is typically determined from
correlation.
In the present meanline description, the effect of the endwall flow on the AVDR and
losses of a blade row are calculated from a model for the endwall flow, rather than a
correlation. The pressure, P; temperature, T; Mach number, M; flow angle, #; axial
displacement thickness, *; shape factor, H; and flow angle at the wall, 0wai1, define the
state of the flow. The process for determining the downstream flow conditions is diagramed
in Figure 2-1. The model is broken up into modules for the core and endwall regions. The
core refers to flow near the meanline, and the endwall describes the defect flow near the
casing.
The core flow parameters depend on the AVDR and the endwall losses, and the endwall
model depends on the state parameters set by the core model, so a solution is attained
iteratively. Given the blade relative inlet conditions and a guess for the AVDR, the core
module determines the meanline blade performance. Given that blade performance, the
endwall module then determines the AVDR and the endwall losses, which are used to
update the core model's initial guess. The process is iterated until the AVDR converges.
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The remainder of this chapter details the core and endwall calculations. Sections 2.2
and 2.3 describe the core and endwall modules respectively. Section 2.4 describes flow
features modeled in the tip clearance flow portion of the blockage calculation and Section
2.6 describes required refinements of those flow feature models. Two parts of the endwall
module, the tip clearance blockage and inlet defect evolution though the blade row, are
described in Sections 2.5 and 2.7. Section 2.8 compares the blockage model with data from
computations to assess the validity of the assumptions.
2.2 Core Flow Module
The core module is responsible for determining the downstream pressure, temperature,
Mach number, and flow angle on the meanline given the upstream flow and the blade
row performance. The meanline performance is defined by flow turning, #1 - #2; AVDR,
Aeff 2 /Aeffi; meanline loss coefficient, w; and total entropy generated in the blade row,
sgen/cp. The meanline loss coefficient, w, accounts for the total pressure losses at the
meanline radius, while sgen/cp accounts for the losses throughout the passage, which includes
meanline loss. The downstream parameters P 2 , T 2 , and M 2 are determined by the following
system of equations:
STTM2(2.1)
Pt2 Aeff 2 cos,3 2  R (1 + TlM2)2(+)
1 1+- 1 
cpTi- 2  2e =11= I2 = cPTt2  2 ean2 (2.2)
Pt2 = A ti - W(Pti - P1) (2.3)
Ts
where
Aeff = ,r((rcs - 6*)2 - r2ub) (2.4)
Pt=P 1+ 1M2 Tt=T 1+ 1M22 2
The stagnation quantities in Equations 2.1-2.3 are computed in the rotor frame of refer-
ence at the mean radius. Equation 2.1 is the conservation of mass. Equation 2.2 states that
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rothalpy is conserved. Equation 2.3 is a restatement of the definition of the loss coefficient
W Ptisentropic 2
Pt 1 - Pi
The exit flow angle 32 and the meanline loss coefficient w are calculated using MISES
(Multiple blade Interacting Streamtube Euler Solver), a software package for cascade anal-
ysis and design[9). MISES is capable of analyzing subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flows.
Profile losses are determined using an viscous-inviscid integral boundary layer formulation
with an e9 type transition prediction[8]. In the present procedure, MISES is provided with
the upstream blade relative Mach number, flow angle, and Reynolds number, along with
the blade airfoil geometry on the meanline. The effective streamtube height is input as a
function of distance along the meanline, assumed to vary linearly from the inlet to exit of
the blade row.
The effective area at the exit of the blade row and the spanwise mixing losses are
determined by the iterative coupling with the endwall module in Section 2.3. The endwall
module calculates these quantities as functions of the pressure rise, flow turning, and blade
surface static pressure along the pressure and suction sides of the blade (which MISES
provides).
2.3 Endwall Flow Module
The endwall module determines the AVDR and the endwall losses. The flow near the
casing at the exit of a blade row is influenced by two factors. The first is the development
of the upstream flow nonuniformity though the passage. The second is the generation of
nonuniformity due to tip clearance leakage flow.
The endwall blockage model is broken into two parts to address the two factors that
influence the exit endwall flow: i) the evolution of upstream defect through the blade row
and ii) the production of tip clearance blockage in the rotor. Each part uses the pressure
rise and turning calculated from the core flow module and the geometry of the passage as
inputs, and outputs blockage, momentum area, and entropy generated. The tip clearance
blockage calculation also takes the static pressure on the blade pressure and suction surfaces
as an input. The flow is assumed to be incompressible and the geometry of the passage is
simplified to that of a cascade with the same meanline solidity and passage height. The tip
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clearance flow calculation is described in Section 2.5.1 and the evolution of the upstream
defect is described in Section 2.7.
The components of the endwall blockage, momentum area, and entropy from i) and ii)
are thus calculated separately, although in a real machine the factors they represent are
coupled. The blockage is defined in Equation 1.2, and a related quantity, the momentum
area is defined as
Am j Pvs ( Vw) dA. (2.5)
=J A PeveW( ve
The quantity Am measures the momentum deficit in the blocked region (analogous to mo-
mentum thickness in two dimensions). The results of blockage, momentum area, and en-
tropy from the two parts of the endwall module are summed to determine the values of
those quantities at the exit of the passage. The AVDR and endwall loss are then calculated
based on a series of assumptions, described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
2.3.1 Estimation of AVDR
The effective passage area used in the core flow module is given by
Aeff = 7((rcs - *)2 - rub) (2.4)
The use of Equation 2.4 for the AVDR is based on an axisymmetric description of the annu-
lus flow, although the endwall model does not have this restriction. The axial displacement
thickness is defined as
1 6  v cos,3Z = 1 - rdr (2.6)
z Res JO v0 Cos #00
where v is the magnitude of the velocity in the defect region, r is the radial distance from
the casing, and the subscript ()o refers to the core stream.
The blockage calculated in the endwall module is as defined by Khalid (see Equation
1.2). For an axisymmetric flow with the defect at the casing, the relationship between the
blockage and the streamwise displacement thickness can be expressed as
*= Ab, (2.7)
C
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where the streamwise displacement thickness is defined as
, 1 1, o VCos(WOO - #)68W= 1 - rdr. (2.8)
Res ovo0
The relationship between the momentum area and the streamwise momentum thickness can
can similarly be expressed as
-= Am, (2.9)
C
where the streamwise momentum thickness is defined as
W= 1 f v Cos1 00 - ) Cos -3 )) rdr. (2.10)Res fo v0m v0o
Equations 2.6 and 2.8 are identical if the flow in the defect region has the same direction
as the core, i.e. if # = #0. However, this is not the case at the exit of a rotor, where the
flow angle near the casing differs from the freestream. Therefore, assumptions have to be
made about the radial profile of the velocity magnitude and direction in the endwall region
in order to determine the AVDR from the blockage calculated in the endwall module. These
assumptions are also necessary to characterize the transformation of apparent nonuniformity
in velocity magnitude and direction between rotating and stationary frames.
The assumptions made regarding the variation of velocity magnitude and direction
(viewed in the reference frame of the rotor) through the defect region are as follows:
" The flow angle at the casing, #wau, is set equal to the angle of the tip clearance
leakage flow at the trailing edge of the blade, based on observations from 3D RANS
computations. The leakage angle flow calculation is described in Section 2.4.1.
" The flow angle varies linearly from the meanline value to the value at the casing over
half the defect region.
(o - #wal)4 + #waul if r < .5603= (2.11)
#ox if r > .56
This assumption stems from observations from set of RANS calculations by Lavainne[27].
" The magnitude of the velocity in the streamwise direction, vS = v cos(0-0c'), follows
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a power law for a turbulent boundary layer,
V W0 (2.12)
The radial extent of the defect, 6, and the shape of the profile, n, are set so that when
Equation 2.12 is substituted into Equations 2.8 and 2.10, the blockage and momentum area
from the calculations of leakage flow behavior are recovered.
Three parameters, *, H, and #wau, uniquely define the variation in the velocity vector
though the endwall region under these conditions. The axial displacement thickness is
calculated with Equation 2.6 using Equations 2.12 and 2.11 to define the velocity and angle
in the defect region. The shape factor, H, is the ratio of the blockage to momentum area,
Ab/Am. Estimation of the flow angle at the casing, 3wau1, is given in the list of assumptions
above.
2.3.2 Endwall Loss
Assumptions about the extent of spanwise mixing are needed to determine the increase in
entropy of the meanline flow due to loss in the endwall. The analogy of the wake in a pressure
gradient includes a coupling between endwall and core flows. The entropy generation in
these calculations is separate and implies that the flow in the meanline does not incur a
total pressure loss due to losses in the endwall region. In other words, strict application of
a wake-in-a-pressure-gradient blockage model would predict no effect of endwall losses on
the total pressure outside of the defect region.
Previous researchers[1, 12, 13, 42], however, have shown that spanwise (radial) mixing in
the blade row redistributes endwall losses, so the flow is not cleanly separated into inviscid
and viscous regions. A method for estimating the effect of spanwise mixing on the specific
entropy of the meanline flow is required.
Gallimore[12] investigated the effect of spanwise mixing using a streamline curvature
calculation. The formulation allowed entropy to be added empirically to any given stream-
line. The model was used to investigate the entropy required to match the radial velocity
distribution at the exit of a 4-stage research compressor with data from experiments. Cal-
culation of the entropy distribution was performed for cases with and without spanwise
mixing. The apparent loss distribution, for which no spanwise mixing was assumed, was
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then compared to the "actual" losses, for which spanwise mixing was present.
It was found that the redistribution of loss by mixing reduced the apparent endwall loss
to nearly half the "actual" loss generated near the end walls, while the apparent meanline
loss increased by around 50 percent over the expected profile loss. It is thus assumed here
that streamwise mixing increases the entropy of the meanline flow over the profile losses by
half the entropy generated in the endwalls. The effect of endwall loss on the meanline flow
is input after the model has converged on a solution for AVDR.
2.4 Flow Feature Overview
This section describes flow features relevant to tip clearance blockage.
2.4.1 Leakage Jet
Two mechanisms cause fluid from the pressure side of a blade to move through the clearance
gap to the suction side. The first is inviscid; the pressure difference across the blade tip
drives fluid over the gap. The second is viscous. The relative motion of the casing wall tends
to drag fluid through the gap. For clearances representative of those in modern compressors,
the leakage flow over the clearance gap is primarily pressure driven[24].
Using this approximation, Storer[37] developed a method to predict the leakage angle of
the flow exiting the suction side of the clearance gap. The flow was taken to be inviscid and
incompressible, so leakage jet velocities on the pressure and suction sides of the clearance
gap, Vp, and v,, respectively, were determined from Bernoulli's equation
2(Pt -Pp 5 ) _ 2(Pt - Pr5 ) (.3voS = vps - P (2.13)
The pressure differences across and along the blade are of the same order of magnitude,
but the thickness of a compressor blade is small compared to the chord. The pressure
gradient across the clearance gap is therefore much greater than along the blade, allowing
the assumption to be made that the leakage flow velocity component parallel to the blade
does not change across the clearance gap. Given these conditions, the angle at which the
leakage flow exits the suction side of the clearance gap, referenced to the chord of the blade,
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Figure 2-2: Leakage Angle Calculation
is given by
cos ass = cos aps t Pp8  (2.14)
Pt -Ps
Storer assumed that near the pressure side, the clearance flow has no component of
velocity in the direction normal to the blade surface as pictured in Figure 2-2(a). As will be
shown in Section 2.6.2, however, that assumption can lead to underestimation of the suction
side leakage angle, particularly when "double leakage" is present (see Section 2.4.3). Figure
2-2(b) shows this situation, in which the pressure side flow angle, aps, must be determined
to calculate the suction side leakage angle, ass. A method for calculating the pressure side
angle in the context of the current work is presented in Section 2.6.2.
2.4.2 Jet-Freestream Interaction
It is well known that tip leakage flow in a compressor rolls up into a vortex. This section
focuses on the interaction of the leakage jet with the freestream prior to the roll up. Figure
2-3 shows tip clearance flow streamlines obtained from a 3D, steady, RANS calculation. The
streamlines are marked approximately 1 / 20th of a clearance gap away from the casing, but
streamlines from other radial locations in the clearance gap show similar patterns. From
the clearance gap of the lower blade in the figure, the streamlines are nearly straight and
go across the passage. After some distance, the streamlines turn as they become part of a
vortex. As seen in the figure, there is a distinct boundary that marks the penetration of
the leakage flow into the main passage before the vortex roll up.
Khalsa[24] presented a modification of the theory of Martinez-Sanchez and Gauthier[31]
to predict the trajectory of this boundary. The boundary was assumed to be a straight line
intersecting the leading edge and inclined at an angle 0 from the chord of the blade. The
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interaction between clearance jet and freestream was described using a constant pressure
control volume, pictured in Figure 2-4. From conservation of momentum normal to the
interaction line, 0 can be calculated from the velocities of the two input streams and the
angle of the leakage jet.
tan6 = sin a.
(i ) + Cos ass
(2.15)
The velocities of the freestream and leakage jet, Vf, and vj, are determined from the
static pressure at the interaction point and the total pressure of each stream. Since vfs/vj
and ass vary along the chord, the jet-freestream interaction line is taken as the average of
9 along the chord.
2.4.3 Double Leakage and Clearance Gap Pt
The view taken by Martinez-Sanchez and Gauthier [31] and Storer and Cumpsty[38] was
that the total pressure at the suction side of the clearance gap is the same as upstream of
the blade row. However, the flow passing over the clearance gap subsequently mixes with
the freestream. If a fluid particle that passes through the clearance gap passes through one
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or more additional clearance gaps, it will have lower total pressure than the freestream.
This flow feature was first identified by Khalsa[24], who referred to it as "double leakage."
The total pressure of the leakage flow at the suction side of the clearance gap is reduced in
regions where double leakage occurs.
When the jet-freestream interaction boundary (Section 2.4.2) impinges on the pressure
side of the next blade in the row, double leakage occurs downstream of the impingment point
on that next blade. Double leakage can be seen in Figure 2-3. Upstream of the impingment,
streamlines released from the clearance gap of the lower blade in the figure roll up into the
clearance vortex before reaching the upper blade. Downstream of the impingment, the
streamlines penetrate all the way across the passage and enter the clearance gap of the next
blade .
The effect of double leakage is shown in Figure 2-5. The total pressure coefficient at the
suction side of the clearance gap, C,, = (PtM - Pt)/(Pt - P1 ), where Pt is the radially
mass averaged total pressure, is plotted as a function of chord. The computation shown is
for the conditions of Figure 2-3. Downstream of the jet-interaction line impingment (which
is near x/c = 0.2), the total pressure of the fluid exiting the clearance gap is substantially
lower than in the freestream.
The calculation of double leakage given a specific geometry can readily be achieved
through numerical simulation, but this approach is too computationally expensive for prob-
abilistic analysis. What is required in the current model is a simple method for predicting
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the magnitude of the total pressure loss associated with double leakage given the blade ge-
ometry and upstream flow conditions as inputs. Section 2.6.1 presents an empirical approach
for estimating the total pressure in the clearance gap suitable for probabilistic analysis.
2.5 Tip Clearance Blockage Calculation
2.5.1 Calculation Overview
The tip clearance blockage model used in this thesis is a modified version of that proposed
by Khalid et al.[23], based on the analogy between the development and growth of tip
clearance blockage and a wake in a pressure gradient. In the analogy, the interaction
between tip clearance flow and the freestream produces a velocity defect in the streamwise
direction. As the defect travels toward the exit plane of the blade row, two competing
effects determine the blockage development. The adverse pressure gradient in the passage
causes the area and velocity defect of the wake to increase. Viscous effects tend to decrease
the velocity defect. Khalid et al.[23] show that blockage models making use of this analogy
follow trends seen in computations and in experiments.
To use this analogy, information needs to be provided about: i) the initial wake condi-
tions (momentum and displacement thicknesses), ii) the pressure gradient, and iii) the rate
of mixing between the defect and freestream. As Khalsa[24] notes, there are many ways to
do this and the model used here is just one possible version.
The tip clearance flow is broken up along the chord into a number of individual leakage
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jets which act independently, with the width of each leakage jet assumed constant. Several
processes that happen simultaneously in reality are modeled as occurring in sequence. At
the exit plane of the blade row, the blockages from each of the individual leakage jets are
summed to produce the total blockage for the passage.
The sequence of flow processes is depicted in Figure 2-6.
1. The pressure difference from suction to pressure side drives fluid over the blade tip.
The calculation of leakage jet velocity and flow angle was described in Section 2.4.1.
Each individual leakage jet is assumed to be uniform in velocity and flow angle at the
exit from the suction side of the clearance gap. The radial height of the jet at the
clearance gap exit is equal to the height of the clearance gap vena contracta.
2. Near the suction side exit of the clearance gap, the leakage jet mixes with the freestream
(Section 2.4.2). Conserving mass and momentum for the control volume pictured in
Figure 2-4, the velocity and radial height of a uniform defect exiting the control vol-
ume can be calculated given the leakage jet angle and total pressure. The interaction
is assumed to occur close enough to the clearance gap so the static pressure has the
same value as Step 1. As noted in Section 2.4.3, the total pressure will be influenced
by the presence of double leakage.
3. The defect progresses downstream, with the blockage growth modeled as a 2D turbu-
lent wake in a pressure gradient and the mass and momentum defect specified by the
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jet-freestream interaction in Step 2. The distance the flow travels is taken to be the
straight line distance from the leakage jet point of origin on the suction side of the
blade to the mid-passage location at the blade row exit plane. The static pressure at
the exit of the passage is provided by the core flow module. Given the initial defect
and pressure gradient, a set of ordinary differential equations for the wake is marched
downstream to obtain the blockage and momentum area at the exit plane of the blade
row. The width of the defect is assumed to be fixed, so all growth happens in the
radial direction. Details of the wake calculation are given in Appendix A.
4. The final values for blockage and momentum area for each leakage jet are summed,
defining the tip clearance blockage and momentum area for the passage.
2.5.2 New Developments in the Tip Clearance Model
Although the blockage model is based on the analogy with a wake in a pressure gradient,
there are three differences with previous approaches. These are: i) the estimation of total
pressure in the clearance gap, ii) the estimation of leakage angle, and iii) the calculation of
a wake in a pressure gradient. These three differences are discussed next.
The blockage model in the paper by Khalid et al.[23] was implemented using compu-
tational results to define the total pressure in the clearance gap, which was an input to
the calculation. However, in the framework of the present model, the total pressure in the
clearance gap is not known apriori. A method is thus required to determine the total pres-
sure in the clearance gap from upstream conditions, particularly in the presence of double
leakage. That method is presented in Section 2.6.1.
The estimate of leakage angle used by Khalsa[24] and Storer and Cumpsty[38] assumes
the clearance flow near the pressure side has no velocity normal to the blade. However, in
double leakage regions, fluid particles pass over more than one clearance gap in the same
blade row, implying there is such a normal velocity component. Section 2.6.2 shows that the
normal velocity component should be accounted for (neglect of it gives an underestimation of
leakage angle, and hence an underprediction of tip clearance blockage of roughly 50 percent).
A method for estimating the normal velocity near the pressure side of the clearance gap is
presented in Section 2.6.2.
The results described by Khalid et al. [23] were based on the wake in a pressure gradient
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calculation of Hill[18], where shape factor of the wake was assumed close to unity. Especially
under highly loaded conditions, however, the shape factors of the initial defects specified by
the control volume in Section 2.4.2 may be as large as 2.5. In this situation, the Hill model
is not appropriate (it predicts smaller exit defects for larger inlet defects). A more general
integral method[39] (described in Appendix A) was thus used.
2.6 Flow Feature Refinement
This section describes the determination of clearance gap total pressure and pressure side
flow angle. The flow description is constructed from empirical observation. The data
set used is a set of 3D RANS computations of a 3-stage compressor that were part of
a sensitivity study reported by Lavainne[27]. The data include examination of the full
compressor along a speed line at a nominal blade configuration, plus computations of the
third stage along the same speed line with changes from the nominal configuration in tip
clearance, chord, leading edge angle, trailing edge angle, and max thickness. Information
about the geometric variation and operating conditions are given in [27].
From the computations, speedlines of three to eight points can be extracted from five
distinct rotors, i.e. five rotors which each have a range operating conditions. These are
rotor 1, rotor 2, rotor 3 with nominal tip clearances, rotor 3 with double tip clearance, and
rotor 3 with half tip clearance. The five speedlines were used to define trends with loading
and tip clearance.
2.6.1 Total Pressure Correlation
The total pressure in the clearance gap used in the present analysis has been correlated
based on the computations just described. Figures 2-7(a)-(c) show clearance gap total
pressure coefficient versus distance along the blade for different operating conditions. Blade
rows with different ratios of tip clearance to chord, -r/c, are given in the different plots. The
curves have similar characteristics in that the total pressure is close to the freestream value
until the jet-freestream interaction boundary from the neighboring blade begins to impinge
on its pressure side. At this location, the total pressure decreases. In the double leakage
region, the tails of all the profiles on a given speed line collapse to nearly a single line for
each T/c.
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A curve fit for the clearance gap total pressure profile is
CPt = (0.25- + 0.63e- 9T/c - 0.88)C1(±) (2.16)C C
where
0 if X < Xab1,
Ci () .5 [1 - cos(7rix-l)] if eXdb < X < Xdbl + 0.25c, (2.17)
1 if xdbi + 0.25c < x.
The location of the interaction boundary impingment, Xdb, is found using the control volume
analysis described in Section 2.4.2.
The leakage angle, a,,, is an input to the control volume analysis, and is thus required
to determine the total pressure profile. However, the total pressure distribution is required
to determine the leakage angle, as seen in Equation 2.14. Therefore, the two quantities
must be found iteratively. In the present model, this is done by guessing the location of
the jet-freestream interaction impingment, Xdbl, finding the leakage angle using Equation
2.14, and using the total pressure and leakage angle profiles as inputs for the control volume
analysis of Section 2.4.2. This determines the interaction boundary trajectory and gives a
new value for Xdbl, which is used to update the old guess. The process is continued until
the guess matches the calculated output.
2.6.2 Leakage Angle Refinement
To estimate the clearance flow leakage angle using Equation 2.14, the direction of the flow
close to pressure side of the blade must be known because the assumption that the leakage
flow is parallel to the blade on the pressure side is not appropriate in the presence of double
leakage. Figure 2-8 shows the suction side leakage angle, a,,, as a function of distance along
the chord from 3D computations as well as a,, based on the parallel flow approximation
for the pressure side angle. The flow angle is underestimated over the rear half of the blade
for both nominal and large tip clearances.
Underestimating the leakage angle affects both the calculation of the initial defect and
the trajectory of the jet-freestream interaction boundary. Because the impingment location
of the boundary is an input to the total pressure correlation of Section 2.6.1, the calculated
total pressure variation along the chord is also affected. The result is an underestimate
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Figure 2-8: Leakage angle model comparison
of tip clearance blockage. For the nominal tip clearance case shown in Figure 2-8(a), the
blockage value computed using the parallel flow assumption is 59% lower than the value
obtained using the leakage angle profile from the computation. For the high clearance case
in Figure 2-8(b), the blockage is 52% lower using the parallel flow assumption.
ap, Correlation
An estimate for the flow angle near the pressure side of the clearance gap is obtained from
empirical correlation. The correlation is shown in Figures 2-9(a)-(c). It was observed that
cos ap, is close to zero near the location on the chord where the jet-freestream interaction
line impinges on the blade, Xdbl, after which cos ap decreases. A minimum cos apsmin is
reached at xmin, and then cos ap. increases toward the trailing edge of the blade.
When cos ap, is nondimensionalized by cos avsmin and the location on the chord is
nondimensionalized by XdbI and Xmin, the data from the RANS computations collapse, as
seen in Figure 2-9(a). The curve fit through the data is used in the model to estimate the
variations of ap, with x, the distance from the leading edge along the chord. Figures 2-9(b)
and 2-9(c) define the correlations used to estimate Xmin and cos aPsmin respectively.
2.7 Inlet Defect Evolution Calculation
This section estimates the contribution of nonuniformity, in inlet velocity magnitude and
direction, on the blockage parameters at the exit. Like the tip clearance blockage, the model
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treats the defect as a wake in a pressure gradient. Given initial conditions of the defect, a
integral wake calculation is performed to determine the blockage and momentum area at
the exit plan of the blade row, as well as the entropy generated in the passage.
In this calculation the blade passage is treated as a diffuser, as pictured in Figure 2-10.
The diffuser length is taken to be the chord of the blade. The variation in width of the
diffuser along the streamwise direction is determined by solidity of the blade row and the
meanline flow angle, w = c cos 0/g. The flow angle # is assumed to vary linearly between
the upstream value of 31, and the downstream value of #2 that is determined by MISES.
The height of the diffuser at the inlet is the blade passage height hi = resi - rhubi and the
height at the exit is taken as the blade passage height minus the streamwise displacement
thickness generated by the tip clearance blockage, h2 = res2 - rhub2 - Sw The height is
also assumed to vary linearly.
In the rotor frame of reference, the upstream defect flow may have a large variation in
flow angle compared with the freestream, due to the change of reference between rotating
and stationary frames, as pictured in Figure 2-11. In the figure, the flow coming from
upstream is shown as collateral in the stationary frame (the defect flow has the same flow
angle as the freestream)1 . Due to the velocity difference between the two streams, however,
the two streams differ in flow angle in the rotor frame of reference. The relative magnitude
of the defect velocity compared to the freestream also changes.
The displacement and momentum thickness used in the diffuser analogy are based on a
defect flow which is collateral with the freestream when it enters the blade passage. Because
the upstream defect flow generally has a different flow angle compared with the freestream,
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it is assumed that the flow is inviscidly turned into the streamwise direction at the inlet of
the diffusing passage. The calculation of the collateral defect parameters at the inlet of the
diffusing passage from the upstream conditions is outlined below.
1. Axisymmetric profiles of velocity magnitude and direction from the upstream flow,
described in Section 2.3.1, in the stationary frame of reference are used to calculate
the profiles in the reference frame of the rotor. The flow will generally not be collateral
in the rotating frame.
2. The axisymmetric velocity profile, v(y), with the defect flow inviscidly turned into the
streamwise direction in the reference frame of the current blade row is defined. This
involves conservation of mass and conservation of total pressure along any streamline.
3. Displacement and momentum thicknesses are calculated using the collateral velocity
profile, v(y).
Given the inlet conditions, flow turning, and tip clearance effects, the evolution of the
casing inlet defect through the diffuser can be calculated. The defect evolution in the
streamwise direction, x, is described by a set of ordinary differential equations
1 D(wO) 1 Boe _1 B
- (W)+ (H + 2)--49,- = --- (2.18)
WO09 8xve 09x W (x
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Equation 2.18 is the integral momentum equation for a wake when the width, w, is
allowed to vary (see Figure 2-10). Equation 2.19 is a form of the kinetic energy integral
equation. Equation 2.20 is the conservation of mass in the diffuser, providing coupling be-
tween the defect and freestream. The shape factor H* = 0*/0 and the dissipation coefficient
Cd are both functions of H = 6*/, determined using the velocity profile of Hill et al.[18].
, H 2 + 7H + 10
9H
Cd = K 167r (H - 1)3
S27 H 3
The development of these correlations, which are used in the tip clearance blockage model,
is described in Appendix A.
The entropy generated by the wake, Sgen, is calculated from the dissipation coefficient.
C T *Sgen (2.21)
wpue 6x
Equations 2.18-2.20 and 2.21 are solved numerically given the inlet defect conditions
using a Runge-Kutta solver. The values of displacement and momentum thickness at the
end of the diffuser and the entropy generated are then used in the endwall module to
determine the state of the endwall flow.
2.8 Assessment of Model Performance
Figure 2-12 compares axial displacement thickness from 3-stage compressor computations
of Lavainne[27] to the blockage model presented in this chapter. The computation was
conducted using the meanline blade profile and upstream flow conditions.
Figure 2-12(a) shows the comparison for the first rotor. The boundary layer has a
displacement thickness of about 1% of the passage height at the inlet of the rotor which
increases to around 3.25% at the exit. For the same inlet conditions, the model estimates
a smaller downstream displacement thickness, on the order of 2.5% to 3%. However, the
trend of the data with decreasing massflow (or increasing loading) is followed.
Figure 2-12(b) plots the comparison for the third stage rotor with nominal tip clearance.
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Figure 2-12: Blockage model comparison with data from Lavainne[27]
At higher massflows, model and data agree well. As the loading increases and the mass-
flow decreases, the model begins to underestimate the displacement thickness, reaching a
maximum error of 18% at the highest loading. The trend of increasing * with increasing
loading is still preserved.
Comparison for a third stage rotor with a tip clearance double that of the nominal
geometry is plotted in Figure 2-12(c). For this case, the model overestimates the exit
displacement thickness with an error on the order of 10% to 15%. However, as with the other
rotor geometries, the trends in loading agree quite well. Further, the trend of increasing
displacement thickness with increasing tip clearance is apparent in the model.
The empirical descriptions of total pressure in the clearance gap and flow angle near
the pressure side of the clearance gap were both constructed using data from the RANS
computations of Lavainne[27]. The assessment of the model performance in Figure 2-12
compares the model with those same computations. Thus, the figure is not showing an
independent calculation of blockage, but rather that the model is consistent with the cal-
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culations. The ability of the model to predict the blockage for a generic rotor configuration
is yet untested. However, previous versions of wake-in-a-pressure-gradient blockage models
have been shown to follow trends seen in computations and experiments [23], so the con-
sistency check provided by Figure 2-12 gives some assurance that the model is applicable
to trends seen in generic rotors. In summary, the ability of the model to follow the trends
gives support that it is a useful tool for preliminary investigations and, for the present work,
suitable for probabilistic analysis.
2.9 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented a meanline model to be used in the probabilistic analysis of a
compressor rotor. The model couples a core flow and endwall module, the latter providing
a description of tip clearance blockage and loss. The blockage model is derived from that
of Khalsa[24], using analogy with a wake in a pressure gradient, but empirical information
is added to account for the effects of double leakage on the tip clearance flow. The model
is compared to 3D RANS computations to show that trends with loading and tip clearance
concur.
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Chapter 3
Analytical Framework and
Probabilistic Approach
This chapter describes the framework used to conduct the probabilistic analysis of rotor
performance, including the nominal and probabilistic performance metrics examined and
the tools used in the probabilistic analysis.
3.1 Rotor Geometry
The blade row used in the study is a low speed rotor with double circular arc (DCA)
blading modeled after the GE E3 Rotor B, described by Wisler[41]. The passage and blade
geometry are listed in Table 3.1 and the velocity triangle specification is given in Table
3.2. The geometry definition is diagrammed in Figure 3-1. The geometry was chosen to
mimic the later stages of a high pressure compressor, where the small annulus height and
low aspect ratio heighten the importance of tip clearance effects.
Small changes were made to the meanline geometry of Rotor B to simplify the proba-
bilistic analysis. A DCA airfoil (see Cumpsty[5]) replaces Rotor B's modified DCA airfoil,
simplifying the construction of the blade shape from a given sample of blade parameters.
The change in profile affects the blade turning for given leading and trailing edge angles, so
the trailing edge angle was modified to preserve Rotor B's velocity triangles at the design
condition. All other aspects of the geometry used in this thesis are the same as for Rotor
B.
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Table 3.1: Geometry Specification
Parameter Dimension
casing radius 76.2 cm
hub radius 64.8 cm
chord 9.6 cm
tip clearance 0.02 c
solidity 1.16
#1 68.4 deg
#2 34.0 deg
tmax 0.06 c
Rie 0.1 tmax
Table 3.2: Design Velocity Triangle Specifications
rotor inlet rotor exit
wheel speed (m/s) 53.3 53.3
VJ' (m/s) 44.6 26.2
Vz (m/s) 26.3 27.0
#' (deg) 59.5 44.1
a (deg) 18.4 45.1
tmax
Casing -
span 
-
Hub R
Rcasing, Rhub 2  Rcasing2
Centerline - '
(a) (b)
Meridional dimensions Blade profile dimensions
Figure 3-1: Rotor geometry dimensions
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Table 3.3: Rotor nominal performance
design near stall
0.49 0.325
C, .432 .595
w 0.057 0.13
a2 (deg) 45.1 58.6
6z*/h 0.047 0.14
'Ostall 0.223 0.223
3.1.1 Nominal Performance
The nominal performance of the compressor at a given flow coefficient, # = vz/U, will be
described here by the following parameters:
" static pressure rise, C, = -P,
* loss, ZU = PW wherePt 2 is the mass averaged total pressure at the exit of thePt, -P 1  whreI
blade row. This is the measure of blade row efficiency.
" stalling total-to-static pressure rise, 'stai = "U2
" exit flow angle (in the stationary frame of reference), a2
* exit axial displacement thickness, 6*
Pressure rise, loss, and stalling pressure rise are typical performance metrics for a blade
row. Exit flow angle and displacement thickness are also included because of their impact
on matching between blade rows. Variations in these quantities at the exit of the rotor
affect the performance of the downstream stator by changing the effective incidence angle
at the meanline and the degree of skew near the endwall. Therefore, in the context of a
multistage machine, these two are also important metrics. The nominal performance' for
design and near stall flow coefficients are listed in Table 3.3.
The stall point is taken as the peak of the total-to-static characteristic of the rotor,
S(P 2 -Pt 0. (3.1)
&# pU 2
'Nominal performance is defined as the deterministic performance attained when all inlet variables are
at their intended design values.
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Figure 3-2: Rotor total-to-static characteristic
This approximation of the stall point comes from two-dimensional stability theory, which
predicts the conditions in which modal instabilities can grow into rotating stall[5]. It is
recognized that there are other routes to stall[16]; these are not addressed. The goal here
is to understand the effect of geometric variability on peak pressure rise, not investigate
in-depth the inception of rotating stall. Thus, for purpose of this thesis, a simple description
will suffice.
The characteristic for the current rotor for the nominal geometry is shown in Figure
3-2. Stall occurs at a flow coefficient of # = 0.28 and a pressure rise of O/stall = 0.22. In
the probabilistic simulations, the stalling pressure rise is found by performing computations
for decreasing flow coefficients until the slope of the total-to-static characteristic becomes
positive. A cubic spline of the points surveyed is created, and the stalling condition is taken
to be the peak of the curve created by that spline.
3.2 Variability Quantification
This section describes the variability in the rotor geometric parameters and the quantifica-
tion of the resulting variations in performance.
3.2.1 Geometric Variability
The variability in the geometry of the rotor is described by assigning uncertainty to the
key geometric parameters according to typical manufacturing tolerances. For a dimension
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Table 3.4: Rotor Geometric variability
parameter mean 2- variation
hub radius 67.8 cm 0.01% Rhub
casing radius 76.2 cm 0.01% Rcasing
blade span 11.2 cm 0.2% b
max blade thickness 0.06 c 0.5% c
leading edge radius 0.1 tmax 0.1% c
leading edge angle 68.4 deg 0.42 deg
trailing edge angle 34.0 deg 0.42 deg
specified as p ± q, p is taken to be the mean and q is taken as a two standard deviation
variation from the mean. The level of variability for each parameter is listed in Table 3.4.
The parameters listed are taken as mutually independent and normally distributed. The
chord length is not included in the list, as previous studies have shown that typical variations
in chord do not make a significant impact on the variability in rotor performance[27]. The
levels of variability are taken from Lavainne[27] and Dong[7].
3.2.2 Performance Variability
In this thesis, the probabilistic performance of a rotor is measured by the following param-
eters, diagrammed in Figure 3-3:
" The mean shift, defined as the difference between the the nominal performance, when
all inputs are taken at their design value, and the mean performance. Mean shifts
can occur when at least one of the input distributions are not symmetric about their
mean, or when the output is a nonlinear function of the inputs.
* The standard deviation, which measures the spread of the output population.
" The 5 th and 9 5th quantiles, defined as the values at which the cumulated distribution
function reaches 0.05 and 0.95, respectively. 90% of the rotors will have a performance
that falls within this range. The distances between each quantile and the mean also
give an indication of the symmetry of the output distribution.
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Figure 3-3: Illustration of probabilistic performance metrics
3.3 Monte Carlo Simulation
The probabilistic performance metrics defined in Section 3.2.2 are evaluated from the mean-
line model using Monte Carlo simulation. Monte Carlo methods are numerical techniques
for evaluating multivariate integrals by random quadrature[11]. They are similar to Simp-
son's Rule or trapezoidal integration of single variate integrals, where an approximation
to an integral is obtained by determining the value of the integrand for select values of
the independent variable. In Monte Carlo, the values of the independent variables are ob-
tained by random sampling. The method can be applied to any multivariate integral and
is particularly useful when an analytic solution does not exist.
In the current context, Monte Carlo simulation is used to estimate the probabilistic
moments used to describe the rotor performance variability. A random sample is drawn from
each rotor geometric parameter according to its probability density function (PDF). The
vector containing these parameters, Xj, represents one possible rotor configuration for the
given tolerances. This geometry is simulated in the meanline model, and the corresponding
performance metric Y is obtained. This process is repeated, creating a set of performance
samples Y for geometries X. Each Y is similar to an experimental observation of the
system and therefore can be treated statistically. The set of samples Y can be used to build
empirical PDF's of the performance metrics, allowing the variability to be quantified.
As the number of samples becomes large, Monte Carlo methods can be proven to asymp-
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tote to exact solutions[11]. However for a finite sample size, the solution will be uncertain,
the amount of uncertainty increasing as the sample size decreases. The metrics for the
quantification of variability, such as the mean and standard deviation, are therefore ran-
dom variables themselves with variance that decreases to zero as the sample size increases.
The lower the variance, the more accurate the solution. Variance of the solution is affected
by the system simulated, the number of simulations, and the scheme used to generate input
samples. In cases where individual simulations are computationally expensive, there exist
a number of sampling schemes that can reduce the variance for a given number of total
simulations, one of which is described below.
3.3.1 Repeated Latin Hypercube Sampling
The basic Monte Carlo sampling scheme is known as simple random sampling (SRS), where
each sample is chosen randomly from the joint PDF of X. Latin hypercube sampling
(LHS) is another sampling scheme which can reduce the variance of the output metrics
for a given sample size. LHS samples have a variance that is no larger than SRS, and
depending on the characteristics of the function simulated, the variance can be greatly
reduced[11]. Stein[36] shows that LHS takes advantage of linearities in the function to
reduce the variance and for highly non-linear functions may not provide significant variance
reduction over SRS (Manteufel[30]). However, in the present work, the cost to generate the
samples is negligible compared to the cost of the simulations themselves, so the opportunity
for variance reduction makes LHS attractive.
Latin hypercube samples are constructed by discretizing the PDF of each input variable
into M bins of equal probability. For a K dimensional parameter space, there will be MK
possible bins. Then, M random samples are generated such that every variable has one
sample in each of its M bins. This is illustrated for two variables in Figure 3-4. (For
M = 1, LHS is equivalent to SRS). All M samples in an LHS set must be simulated in
order for the output variability to be properly estimated.
Owen[34] showed that estimates of probabilistic moments from LHS sets follow the
central limit theorem; for large M, estimates of a variability metric x coming from repeated
Latin hypercube sample sets appear as if sampled from a normal distribution. This allows
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Figure 3-4: Latin hypercube sample construction
the confidence interval for the estimate to be found by classical interval estimation[2],
=~ - &/,1i ) (3.2)(p)1- =:T - ta/l2,N- 1 , N) T + a/2,N - =-
where (p)1-ais the 1 - a confidence interval for the performance metric, N is the number
of LHS sample sets, T is the sample mean of x from the N sets, s is the sample standard
deviation of x from the N sets, and 1 - a is the confidence. ta/2,N-1 is value of the inverse
CDF of the Student's t-distribution with N - 1 degrees of freedom, evaluated at a/2.
Equation 3.2 states that if the analysis were repeated many times, 1 - a of the solutions
from the analysis (a typical value quoted is 95%) would be between T - ta/2,N-1 and
S+ ta/2,-1T-
3.3.2 Response Surface Modeling
Monte Carlo simulation with Latin hypercube sampling can produce low enough variance
estimates to distinguish variability drivers of rotor performance in on the order of a few
thousand iterations. The meanline model presented in Chapter 2 may take on the order of
20 minutes per simulation on a 1.5 GHz computer, including the extra simulations needed
to determine the stalling pressure rise. Taking advantage of the parallel computing inherent
in MCS, a single design point or near stall probabilistic analysis is thus tractable. To define
the main drivers of variability, however, it is necessary to conduct a parametric study of
input variability which requires more sets of Monte Carlo runs. With the current model and
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computational power, such an analysis is still too expensive to conduct with MCS alone.
To find the key drivers of variability, a "meta-model" of the meanline model is built for
each performance metric that allows the effect of variability from each input parameter to
estimated rapidly. A response surface is built by fitting the performance metrics from 20 of
the LHS sets to a second order polynomial of the form
y = ao + xTa+ xTBx. (3.3)
Here, x is a vector of the input geometric dimensions of the rotor, and y is the corresponding
performance. The vector a contains the coefficients of the linear terms and the matrix B
contains the coefficients to quadratic terms.
MCS can be performed on the response surface with very little computational cost,
allowing rapid comparisons of the impact of the different variability sources.
3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter outlined the analytical framework and analysis tools (Monte Carlo simulation
and Latin hypercube sampling) used to conduct the probabilistic analysis of a compressor
rotor. The effect of the independent normally distributed input variables will be assessed
by measuring the mean shift, standard deviation, and 5% and 95% quantiles of the output
probabilistic distributions. To limit computational costs, a response surface model was built
for accessing parametric sensitivity of inlet variability.
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Chapter 4
Analysis Results
This chapter presents the results of the probabilistic analysis of compressor rotor perfor-
mance. Performance variability at design and near stall, given rotor geometric variability,
is quantified and the key drivers of variability at each condition are assessed.
4.1 Variability Characterization
The Monte Carlo analysis performed on the full meanline model for both design and near-
stall flow coefficients contained 49 LHS sets with 50 bins per set, a total of 2450 simulations
at each condition. Histograms of the output performance are shown in Figure 4-1 for the
design condition and in Figure 4-2 for the near-stall condition. The results are tabulated
in Table 4.1 for the design condition and in Table 4.2 for near-stall. The results for stalling
pressure rise are included with the design condition data.
The mean shifts are generally small at design; the static pressure coefficient and exit
angle show no appreciable mean shift. The mean of the displacement thickness and loss
shift +0.6% and +0.4% from their respective nominal values. Closer to stall, the mean
shifts of the static pressure coefficient and exit angle are -0.4% of nominal and -0.05 degrees
respectively. The axial displacement thickness mean shifts -2.2% of the nominal value and
the loss shifts 0.6%. The mean of the peak total-to-static coefficient is 0.8% higher than
the nominal.
The standard deviations for the two conditions are compared using the coefficient of
variation (COV), -/[p. The COV is relatively unchanged between the two conditions, as
seen in the rightmost columns of Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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Table 4.1: On-design performance variability
t represents the bounds of a 95% confidence interval
nominal yo Q5% 95% COV
C, 0.432 0.432 0.00480 0.424 0.439 1.1%
+1.7 x 10-5 +1.1 x 10-4 i3.6 x 10-4 +2.9 x 10-4
o 0.0570 0.0573 0.00186 0.0541 0.0602 3.3%
+9.1 x 10-6 +4.5 x 10-5 ±1.2 x 10-4 +1.3 x 10-4
oz*/hnom 0.0466 0.0469 0.00232 0.0428 0.0504 5.0%
±1.1 x 10-5 +4.4 x 10-5 +1.2 x 10-4 +1.1 x 10-4
a2 45.1 45.1 0.211 44.7 45.4 0.5%
(deg) +7.8 x 10-4 +4.7 x 10-3 +0.016 +0.012
I)stall 0.223 0.224 0.00255 0.220 0.228 1.1%
i2.9 x 10-5 6.7 x 10- 5 +1.7 x 10-4 +1.5 x 10-4
Table 4.2: Near-stall performance variability
+ represents the bounds of a 95% confidence interval
nominal yt o-_ _ _ Q5% cQ95% COV
C, 0.595 0.592 0.00627 0.580 0.601 1.1%
+8.2 x 10-5 +1.5 x 10-4 +3.9 x 10-4 +3.1 x 10-4
w 0.129 0.128 0.00372 0.122 0.134 2.9%
+4.5 x 10-5 +8.1 x 10-5 +2.6 x 10-4 +2.1 x 10-4
z/hnom 0.135 0.132 0.00499 0.123 0.140 3.8%
i6.1 x 10-5 +9.4 x 10-5 +3.9 x 10-4 +2.3 x 10-4
a2 58.6 58.5 0.332 57.8 58.9 0.6%
(deg) +0.00401 +0.00879 +0.0231 +0.0191
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Figure 4-1: On-design performance variability
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Figure 4-2: Near-stall performance variability
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The 5% and 95% quantiles indicate that 90% of rotors with the given amount of geomet-
ric variability will have a pressure rise coefficient between 0.424 and 0.439, a range of 0.016,
at design. The range of values for loss, 3 z/hnom, and exit angle at the design condition are
0.0061, 0.074, and 0.68 degrees respectively. Near stall, those ranges become 0.012, 0.047,
and 1.1 degrees respectively. The range in pressure rise coefficient is 0.021 near stall and
the 'max as a range of 0.0084.
For all the metrics shown, the mean is essentially centered between the 5% and 95%
quantiles. For the design cases, the ratio (pt - Q5%)/(Q95% - Q5%) is 0.54, 0.52, 0.53, and
0.53 for the pressure rise coefficient, loss coefficient, displacement thickness, and exit angle
respectively. Close to stall, the ratios for the performance metrics are 0.57, 0.53, 0.54, and
0.53, in the same order. For the stalling pressure rise, (p - Q5%)/(Q95% - Q5%) is equal to
0.52.
4.2 Assessment of the Key Drivers of Variability
This section identifies the key drivers of variability among the input geometric noises. The
variation in each performance metric is calculated with one of the noise parameters held
fixed at its nominal value. The influence of that metric on the variability in performance
is then inferred by comparing the change in variability when all parameters are allowed to
vary.
As noted in Section 3.3.2, the meanline model of Chapter 2 is too computationally
intensive for the repeated probabilistic analyses needed for a parametric study. Therefore,
a quadratic response surface is used in place of the meanline model in the assessment of
variability. The response surfaces were constructed using data from 20 LHS sets, finding the
least squares solution to the polynomial coefficients in Equation 3.3. Probabilistic analyses
using the response surface were run using 100 LHS sets of 1000 bins per set, totaling 100,000
simulations per analysis.
4.2.1 RSM Fit Assessment
This section examines the extent which the response surface model captures the variability
of the full meanline model. Figures 4-3 and 4-4 compare the empirical PDF's generated
from the meanline model and the response surface for each output variable. The comparison
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Table 4.3: RSM on-design performance variability
I 1 0- 1_Q5% Q 95% COV]
C, 0.432 0.00479 0.4241 0.440 1.1%
W 0.0572 0.00183 0.0542 0.0602 3.2%
6z*/hnom 0.0469 0.00228 0.0431 0.0506 4.8%
a2 (deg) 45.1 0.21 44.8 45.4 0.5%
4
staul 0.224 0.00227 0.221 0.228 1.0%
Table 4.4: RSM near-stall performance variability
1 0- Q5% 95% COV
C, 0.592 0.00444 0.585 0.599 0.7%
W 0.128 0.00342 0.122 0.134 2.7%
oz*/hnom 0.132 0.00473 0.124 0.140 3.6%
a2 58.4 0.28 58.0 58.9 0.5%
of cumulative distribution function (CDF) appears in Appendix B. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 list
the probabilistic metrics as calculated by the response surface, to be compared to Tables
4.1 and 4.2 from the meanline model.
As seen in Figures 4-3(a)-(d), the response surface mimics the probabilistic distribution
seen in the meanline model at design. A comparison between Tables 4.1 and 4.3 shows that
the difference in mean between the two models is less than 0.2%. The difference in variance
is less than 2% for all metrics.
The response surface method does a worse job of representing the meanline model at the
near-stall condition. The PDF's for loss and z/hnom shown in Figures 4-4(b) and (c) agree
well. However, Figures 4-4(a), and (d) representing the pressure rise coefficient and exit
angle, show departures from the meanline PDF. In those cases, the probability in the lower
tail of the RSM distribution is smaller that that of the meanline. A comparison between
Tables 4.2 and 4.4 shows that the response surface underestimates the standard deviation of
the pressure rise and exit angle by 29.2% and 15.7% respectively, due to the inability of the
response surface to capture the tails of the distribution. The shape of the distribution closer
to the mean is better matched. Although the response surface model does not match the
meanline variability exactly, the ability to capture the variability near the mean should still
be sufficient to determine which drivers are most responsible for performance variability.
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Figure 4-3: Response surface method (RSM) vs. model for design conditions
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4.2.2 Parametric Analysis
The results of the parametric variability study are shown in Figures 4-5 through 4-8. The
figures show the reduction in standard deviation from a Monte Carlo analysis of the RSM
attained by removing the variability of the geometric parameter labeled on the abscissa. The
confidence intervals for the standard deviation computed from the MCS with all variables
varying, afull, and the standard deviation with one of the variables held constant, a, are
determined from Equation 3.2. The error bars in the figures show the highest and lowest
values of (afull - a)/afull possible when both afull and a are within their respective 95%
confidence intervals.
Figure 4-5 shows that at the design condition, variability in the trailing edge angle has
the greatest effect on the variability in the pressure rise coefficient; the standard deviation
reduced by 20% when its variability is removed. This is due to the high stagger angle of the
rotor; variations in trailing edge angle have a strong influence on the flow turning, which
in turn affects pressure rise. Blade span (through tip clearance) and leading edge angle are
also important contributors, with associated reductions in standard deviation of 16% and
14% respectively. Near stall, the situation changes and blade span, through the effect on tip
clearance, becomes the primary driver with an associated reduction of 26%. Less important
are leading edge angle, maximum thickness, and trailing edge angles with 9.5%, 8.6% and
8.1% reduction respectively.
Blade span variability drives the variation in loss coefficient at both operating conditions,
as seen in Figure 4-6. At design, span accounts for 34% of the variability, followed by leading
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edge angle with 20%. Near stall, the contribution of span grows to 56%, and the individual
contributions from other noise sources are small.
Blade span variability dominates displacement thickness variability, as seen in Figure
4-7. When the variability is removed, the standard deviation drops by 64% and 63% for the
on-design and near-stall cases respectively. This is expected, since tip clearance variation is
driven by span variation in the model, and blockage is a strong function of the clearance.
The drivers of exit angle variability are shown in Figure 4-8. At design, variability in the
trailing edge angle drives the angle variation, accounting for a 28% reduction in variability.
Span and leading edge angle are next important with 16% and 8%. Near stall, span is the
key variability driver; its removal as a noise source reduces the angle variability by 20%.
Leading edge angle, max thickness, and trailing edge angle are the next important drivers,
accounting for 12%, 11%, and 8% reductions respectively.
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Blade span, through its effect on tip clearances, drives the variability in stalling pressure
rise, as seen in Figure 4-9. Removal of blade span corresponds to an 18% reduction in the
standard deviation of OIstaul. Leading edge radius is also an important factor, accounting for
a 17% reduction. Leading edge radius the third major contributor with a 13% reduction.
Leading edge radius and angle affect the stalling incidence of the blade, so their importance
in the variability of stalling pressure rise is not unexpected.
4.3 Sensitivity Comparison
In the previous section, blade span variability was shown to be a key driver of performance
variability, presumably through its influence on tip clearance. Changes in casing and hub
radii equally effect tip clearances, since T = R - Rhub - b, yet the parametric analysis
did not determine them to be key factors. The reason for this can be seen by examining
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Table 4.5: Performance Sensitivity, a(performance)49(geometry)
Units are [performance] /[geometry]
on-design near-stall
Cp o t2*/hnom a2 kstall Cp W z*/hnom a2
Rhb (m) 17.9 -6.8 -9.0 14.9 5.6 22.4 -14.1 -18.3 22.7
Rhub2 (m) 5.7 -5.4 -9.9 2.9 5.8 13.1 -13.1 -20.3 10.3
Rti, 1 (m) -19.9 6.5 8.3 -15.4 -6.1 -22.2 14.1 16.6 -20.4
Rti 2 (m) -2.8 5.6 10.7 -1.6 -3.8 -6.2 13.2 20.5 -5.7
b(m) 23.3 -12.3 -19.0 17.6 11.4 26.5 -27.6 -39.1 26.25
31e(rad) -0.67 0.30 0.014 -0.39 0.30 -0.42 -0.18 0.22 0.60
,3te(rad) -0.79 0.046 -0.052 -0.69 -0.042 -0.47 -0.057 0.12 0.50
tmax(m) -3.56 -0.091 -1.7 -2.7 2.6 -7.5 -3.4 1.2 -9.2
Rie(m) -1.92 3.8 -0.71 1.6 25.7 6.1 -12.6 2.69 -4.7
the sensitivity derivatives, m(perfaormance) calculated from fitting 40 LHS sets from the full&(geometry)
Monte Carlo analysis of the meanline model to a first order response surface. These are
shown in Table 4.5. The table indicates the performance of the rotor is as sensitive to
hub and casing radii as the blade spani, since all three parameters equally determine tip
clearance.
The difference that distinguishes blade span as a variability driver in the parametric
analysis is the input variability. The total variation in performance due to a given geometric
parameter is a combination of the deterministic sensitivity and the probabilistic uncertainty.
The although the hub and casing radii control the tip clearance equally as the span, their
variability, given in Table 3.4, is smaller. Blade span variability therefore has a larger effect
on tip clearance variability than hub or casing radius variability and thus a larger effect on
rotor performance.
4.4 Comparison with Previous Work
Lavainne[27] conducted a deterministic sensitivity analysis of an embedded compressor stage
with 3D RANS computations and used the results to construct a quadratic response surface,
excluding the cross terms. A Monte Carlo analysis using SRS was run on that response sur-
face to determine the performance variability and the key drivers. The geometric variations
used were similar to those in this thesis.
Lavainne reported mean shifts in the stage efficiency and exit total pressure of rI-mnom
'Note that the hub and casing radii at the inlet and exit of the rotor are considered separately, so the
total influence is the sum of the upstream and downstream values, e.g. Rc, 1 + Rcs 2 -
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-0.45% and 'Pt"- = -0.41%. The meanline model in this thesis calculated -0.4% and
tinlet
+0.6% mean shifts in C, and loss coefficient near stall. The C, mean shift at design was
negligible, and the loss shift was +.4%. Loss coefficient of a blade row roughly corresponds
to efficiency as r ~ 1 - w, so the mean shift in loss from the two approaches is similar.
The standard deviation of stage total pressure ratio and efficiency from Lavainne are
reported as o-(Ptext/Ptinlet) = 0.018 and o. = 0.02, compared to the standard deviations of
static pressure and loss coefficients from this thesis of -c, = 0.0048 and o,) = 0.0019. The
variability in the losses from the 3D model are an order of magnitude higher than from
the present meanline model. This is mainly due to a difference in design; the rotor relative
inlet Mach number in the stage from the 3D computations is close to 0.8, whereas the Mach
number in this thesis is 0.15. Loss buckets become more narrow as Mach number increases
and a given deviation in incidence from design will create more loss at high speed than at
low speed.
The parametric analysis conducted by Lavainne showed rotor tip clearance to be the
most key driver of mean shift and variability. Standard deviations of pressure ratio and
efficiency were reduced by 70% and 75% respectively when tip clearance variability was
removed. Trailing edge angle was the next most important for pressure ratio, and leading
edge angle is important for both pressure ratio and efficiency. Near stall, tip clearance is
the most important driver in this study as well as in that of Lavainne, corresponding to a
56% reduction in loss variability and a 26% reduction in pressure coefficient variability seen
though variations in span. At design, leading and trailing edge angles also play important
roles in pressure rise and loss variability.
In summary, although the variability attributed to the input parameters differs in the two
studies, both conclude that tip clearances are the most important factor driving performance
variability.
4.5 Summary
This chapter presented the results of the probabilistic analysis of a compressor rotor. A
Monte Carlo analysis using 2450 Latin hypercube samples showed that pressure rise coeffi-
cient, loss coefficient, displacement thickness, and exit angle have coefficients of variations
of about 1%, 3%, 4.5%, and 0.5% respectively, and the coefficients of variation are similar
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for on design and near stall conditions. The coefficient of variation of the stalling pressure
rise was 1.1%. Mean shifts for all variables were small at both high and low flow coefficients,
within 3% of the nominal.
A parametric study of the key drivers showed that blade span dominated the variability
of most performance metrics at high loading. At low loading, leading and trailing edge
angle variability tend to be the most significant for pressure rise and exit angle.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Thesis Summary
A probabilistic analysis of a compressor rotor was conducted using a meanline calculation
procedure that included an endwall blockage model. The procedure was broken into modules
for the core and endwall flow. Blade profile loss and flow turning in the core flow were
determined given the blade geometry using MISES, a quasi-3D cascade analysis software
package. The core flow was coupled to the endwall though the axial displacement thickness,
which controls the AVDR of the blade row. An iterative scheme was used to solve both
core flow and endwall modules.
The endwall model used the analogy of a wake in a pressure gradient to calculate the
development of blockage due to tip clearance leakage flow. The model extended that of
Khalid et al.[23] to include the effects of double leakage. This entailed the creation of
correlations for total pressure in the clearance gap and an adjustment to the leakage angle
calculation. The correlations were developed using a set of 3D RANS calculations reported
by Lavainne[27].
Monte Carlo simulation was used to conduct the probabilistic analysis of the meanline
rotor model. The model was simulated at the design flow coefficient and a flow coefficient
close to stall. At each operating condition, 49 sets of Latin hypercube samples with 50 bins
each were run to conduct the probabilistic analysis. The analysis showed that the coefficient
of variation remained similar for between high and low loading conditions for pressure rise
coefficient, loss coefficient, displacement thickness, and exit angle. The stalling pressure rise
COV was roughly 1%. Mean shifts were small for most performance parameters, typically
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on the order of 0.5% of the nominal.
A parametric study of the key drivers of variability was conducted using a response
surface representation of the meanline model. Monte Carlo simulations of 100 LHS sets with
1000 bins were conducted with the variability of each input noise parameter individually
removed. Tip clearance variation, driven by variation in blade span, was the dominant
source of performance variability at the near stall condition. At the design flow coefficient,
trailing edge angle was the most important source of variability for pressure rise and exit
angle. Tip clearance variability was most important for loss coefficient, axial displacement
thickness, and stalling pressure rise.
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
* Construct a simple, physically based model for the evolution of blockage through a
stator blade row. Such a model could be coupled with the rotor blockage model in this
thesis to conduct a probabilistic analysis of a single stage or multi-stage compressor.
" It may be that an appropriate reduced description of endwall flow through multiple
blade rows does not exist. In that case an alternative approach could be to conduct a
series of 3D RANS calculations, building a response surface to conduct a probabilistic
analysis.
" Garzon and Darmofal[15] characterized the variability in blade profile shape by con-
ducting statistical analysis of high resolution measurements. As tip clearance has been
shown to drive performance variability, a similar study (including measurements and
statistical analysis) could be conducted to thoroughly quantify tip clearance variability
seen in actual engines.
" Using a meanline model or a response surface of 3D calculations, an optimization
study could be carried out for a given preliminary compressor design to determine the
robustness of a configuration that which has been chosen to meet initial performance
goals.
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Appendix A
Integral Wake Calculation
This appendix details the integral wake calculation used to determine the blockage growth
for the individual leakage jets in the tip clearance blockage model. The leakage jet velocity
defects are modeled by 2D wakes in a pressure gradient. The details of the blockage model
are hidden from the wake calculation, so the wake calculation occurs in a proverbial "black
box." The calculation determines how a generic wake in a generic pressure gradient would
develop given the following input parameters:
" inlet displacement thicknessi
" inlet momentum thickness
" static pressure rise coefficient, C P?-
2 inlet
" streamwise distance over which the pressure changes, xmix
The wake calculation outputs only the following parameters to the blockage model:
* exit displacement thickness
" exit momentum thickness
" entropy generated
The wake is calculated using a viscous-inviscid approach, coupled together by the dis-
placement thickness. The pressure gradient in the inviscid flow far from the wake is assumed
'For this appendix, the inlet will refer to the beginning of the pressure gradient over which the wake
growth is being computed, and the exit will refer to the end of that pressure gradient.
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to be constant and set by the static pressure rise and xmix. The velocity outside the wake,
vO, is determined from this pressure gradient by Bernoulli's equation.
The velocity at the edge of the wake, ve, is described by both inviscid and viscous
perspectives of the flow, diagrammed in Figure A-1. The inviscid perspective models the
wake as a line source whose strength is determined by the growth in displacement thickness.
The velocity far from the wake, vo, is set by the pressure rise input into the calculation.
The relationship between v and ve is governed by potential flow theory through the wake
source strength. The viscous perspective models the wake using two integral boundary layer
equations, treating ve, 6*, and 0 as unknowns. Therefore, for a given growth in displacement
thickness, the viscous representation determines its own version of ve. A coupling procedure,
described in Section A.3, compares the edge velocities determined by the two perspective
and a solution is is obtained when the both perspectives converge.
The rest of this appendix is dedicated to the details of the viscous and inviscid repre-
sentations of the flow, as well as of the coupling procedure required to obtain a solution.
A.1 Inviscid Representation
Far from the wake, the freestream velocity profile, vom(x), is determined by the pressure
gradient, which has been taken to be constant. Close to the wake, the growth in displace-
ment thickness influences the edge velocity, ve. As reported by Cebeci[3], the effective edge
velocity can be broken up into the freestream component plus a perturbation created by
the growth of the wake.
Ve(X) = vo(x) + Vpert(x)
Since the wake is modeled inviscidly as a line source, the perturbation can be calculated
by adding the effect of each section of the line on a given location. From boundary layer
theory, the equivalent source strength of the growing wake is
S = a (ve (A.1)
making the expression for the edge velocity
ve(x) =x(x) + J e - dx'; (A.2)
_ & x (x-x,) 2 E2 I
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(a) Viscous perspective of edge velocity
(b) Inviscid perspective of edge velocity
Figure A-1: Viscous and inviscid wake representations used in Veldman[39] quasi-
simultaneous coupling method
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where E is the distance between the wake edge and the line source and is assumed to be
small but non-zero.
A.2 Viscous Representation
The viscous representation of the edge velocity is defined by the momentum and kinetic
energy shape parameter equations written for a wake.
-- + (H + 2) = 0 (A.3)
0 ax Ve OX
H DH* 1 &6* H OH* 1 0 1 Ove 2Cd
H~aH aX~ H9O + (1-H) =~OH (A.4)H* aH J* i8x H* aH O8x ve o8x OH*
where
6*H=-. (A.5)0
Equation A.4 is a combination of the momentum equation and the standard kinetic energy
thickness equation as described in [8].
Relations for H* = 0*/9 and the dissipation coefficient Cd are derived from the wake
velocity profile presented by Hill et al.[18].
o 7ry
=1 - [1 + Cos()] (A.6)
where # describes the extent of the velocity defect at the centerline, and b is the distance
from the wake centerline to the edge. When Equation A.6 is substituted into the definitions
of displacement thickness, momentum thickness, kinetic energy thickness, and dissipation,
b and # can be eliminated to obtain the H* and Cd as functions of H.
H 2 + 7H + 10 (A.7)
9H
167r (H - 1)3 (A.8)
C= Kp 27  H 3
The dissipation coefficient Cd assumes that the turbulent eddy viscosity follows the formu-
lation of Clauser[4], vt = Kpvc* where K, ~ 0.016.
With H* and Cd defined, there is now a system of two equations (Equations A.3 and
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A.4) and three unknowns (ve, P*, and 6). The third equation needed to solve the system is
obtained from the coupling with the inviscid flow.
A.3 Quasi-Simultaneous Coupling
There are four principal methods for solving the inviscid and viscous representations pre-
sented in Sections A.1 and A.2. Several explanations of these methods exist in the literature[10,
40], so only an overview will be presented here, framed in the context of the current calcu-
lation.
1. The direct method. An initial guess of source strength as a function of streamwise
direction is specified for the inviscid representation, producing the inviscid representa-
tion the edge velocity. That edge velocity is then input into the viscous representation,
which determines the displacement thickness and with it a new value of the source
strength is obtained. That value is used to update the guess and the process until
the source strength has converged. This method runs into difficulties for separating
flows, where the viscous equations will encounter a singularity.
2. The indirect method. The opposite of the direct method, an initial guess is made for
the displacement thickness and input into the viscous representation, which specifies
the edge velocity. The inviscid equations then find the required displacement thickness
to satisfy that edge velocity and the process is iterated. This method works well for
separated flow, but has difficulties for less severe situations.
3. The semi-inverse method. Developed by LeBalleur[28], this method combines an
direct inviscid representation with an indirect viscous representation. Given a guess
for the source strength, both viscous and inviscid representations produce versions
of the edge velocity, v and v'. A new guess for the source strength is obtained by
according to the difference between v and v.
4. The quasi-simultaneous method. Developed by Veldman[39], this method also com-
bines a direct inviscid representation with an indirect viscous representation, but
coupled into the viscous equations is a linear approximation to the local inviscid
equations. An initial guess for the source strength is input into the inviscid equations,
producing an inviscid version of the edge velocity, v, as well as a local linearization
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of the inviscid flow. That local linearization is included in the system of viscous equa-
tions, and a viscous version of the edge velocity is output, v.v. A new guess of the
source strength is then obtained from an update equation
Sa-1 = Si + (ave - ) (A.9)8x x
where w is a relaxation coefficient, typically between 1 and 1.5. The process is iterated
until Boev/x and Bvel/x converge. This method is considered more robust than the
semi-inverse method by several researchers[10, 40].
The final method, quasi-simultaneous, is the scheme used here to calculate the wakes
from the individual leakage jets in the tip clearance blockage model. A local linearization
of the Equation A.2 is coupled with the ordinary differential equations describing the wake.
This linearization approximates how changes in source strength will affect the gradient in
the edge velocity in the inviscid representation at any given streamwise location. This takes
form
e = EiS + E2. (A.10)
where Ei and E 2 are functions of x and can be calculated by discretizing Equation A.2
along the streamwise direction. Equation A.10 can then be coupled with Equations A.3
and A.4 to form a linear system of differential equations for the streamwise gradients of ve,
*, and 6.
H+2 0 1 _eOX 0
1 H H 9H* H iH* 1 86* - 2d (A.11)H* 8H H* OH 6* ax OH*
iE - 1 -1 0 1 8L EoHE1* . . x Ve*E1
Given a set of initial conditions, the system in Equation A.11 can be solved numerically
for using ve(x), 6*(x), and 0(x) using a Runge-Kutta solver. The values of * and 6 at the
exit are given as outputs to the calculation. The entropy generated is determined from the
growth in kinetic energy thickness, and is output as well.
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Appendix B
RSM and Meanline Model CDF
Comparison
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Figure B-1: Response surface method (RSM) vs model CDF at near-stall condition
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